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ABSTRACT 
Bounds for the pointwise or Schur product of two matrices are derived with 
respect to the spectral norm 11.11. F or real symmetric and positive semidefinite 
matrices Q=(sdr) one of them gives a bound of 11 IQ1 11, 1Q1=(19rll). TWO of these 
bounds are applied to obtain a mean value theorem for g: t-$(A(t)) where A(t) is a 
matrix depending on a parameter t and f is a function on the spectrum of A(t). 
1. NORM BOUNDS OF THE POINTWISE PRODUCT 
For two (m, n)-matrices P= (pji) and Q= (qii) the pointwise or Schur 
product PoQ-S=(sii) is defined by 
sii =piiqii, i=l ,...,m, j=l,...,n, 
i.e., the elements of P and Q are multiplied pointwise (cf. e.g. Donoghue [l, 
s1.31). An important result due to Schur [4] says that the pointwise product 
of two hermitian and positive definite matrices is again positive definite. 
Let spr( P) be the spectral radius of the matrix P, and let 1 P 1 be the 
matrix obtained from P by replacing all elements p,, with 1 prf I. II P II denotes 
always the spectral norm of P, II P II= spr( PHP)‘/“. In the first section of this 
work some bounds of II PoQII are derived. With a suitable decomposition 
into a Schur product they can be used for the estimation of a matrix in the 
spectral norm. For instance we obtain in this way an estimation of spr(j P I) 
by spr(P) for real symmetric and positive semidefinite matrices. In the 
second section a mean value theorem for g( t ) =f( A( t )) is proved, where A( t ) 
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is a matrix depending on the parameter t, and f is a function defined on a set 
MC@ which contains the spectrum of A(t). 
We first prove a general result without any assumption on the matrices P 
and Q. 
LEMMA 1. Let P=(P,~) and Q be two (m, n)-matrices, and let p_ = 
m=i*f)l PifI.ThW 
IIPoQII <m1’2pmaxIIQII- 
Proof. Let e, = (ail,. . . , c$,,,)~ be the ith column of the identity matrix I, 
air the Kronecker symbol, and let I’, be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal is 
the ith row of the matrix P. Then we can write 
m 
PoQ= x e,eiTQPi, 
i=l 
and therefore we obtain 
x?(P~Q)~(PoQ)x= 5 rHPiHQHeieTg e,eTQl$x 
i=l j=l 
= 5 xHP,HQHeieTQP,x 
i=l 
< 5 xHPiHQHQ4x 
i=l 
for all x E C”. This proves the result. m 
The bound of Lemma 1 depends on the dimension m because of the 
factor m112. In the next lemma this factor is replaced by one. 
LEMMA 2. Let P= (pir) and Q be two hermitian (m, m)-matrices, and kt 
P be positive semidefinite. Then 
IIPoQII ~~m,xIIQll. 
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Proof. The hermitian matrix Q is unitary diagonable, Q= VIXJ”, UUH 
= I, where D is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues wr, . . . , w, of Q. Let U, 
be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal is the ith column Uei of U. Then 
xH(PoQ)r=xH P ( 0 *zl qUeie~U”)x 
Now we have x~ZJPZ,$~XZO and IIQII=spr(Q)=max,)w,I; hence 
By the relation 
5 Ue,e’U”= UUH=l 
i=l 
we obtain 
But PO I is the diagonal matrix consisting of the diagonal of P; therefore 
for all x E C”‘. This proves the lemma, because max I 1 pir ) =p_ in a positive 
semidefinite matrix P. n 
Let now P and Q be two real (m, m)-matrices. We write P> Q if all 
elements of the matrix P- Q are nonnegative. Then a well-lmown result of 
the Perron-Frobenius theory says that 
IPI<Q * spr(P) < spr(Q). (1) 
(See e.g. Varga [5, Theorem 2.81.) Putting Q- 1 P (, we obtain 
(2) 
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A further immediate consequence of (1) is the following result, where again 
the factor ml/’ of Lemma 1 is replaced by one. 
LEMMA 3. Let P 2 0 and Q > 0 be two real symmetric (m, m)-m&rices. 
Then 
It would be important to obtain the result of Lemma 2 in the case where 
P> 0 and instead of P the matrix Q is positive semidefinite. But this result is 
difficult to prove at the present state of matrix theory. Therefore we 
formulate the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. Let P- ( pii) > 0 and Q be two hermitian (m, m)-matrices, 
and let Q be positive semidefinite. Then 
Finally we derive a bound which shows that under the assumptions of 
this conjecture, at least (I PO Q (( d oes not depend on the matrix dimension m. 
LEMMA 4. Let P=(pij) b e an a&tray red (m, m)-matrix, and let 
Q= (9,,) be a real symmetric and positive semidefinite (m, m)-matrix. More- 
ouer, let 9m~=m~i,~{19ijI, 9if#O}* Then 
Proof. We have 9: > 0 for all elements 9, i of Q and 1 9,r 1 /qmin > 1 for all 
elements 9,! # 0. Accordingly, 
which means that 
Now, by (1) 
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However, Q is positive semidefinite and thus we can apply Lemma 2 for the 
estimation of spr(QoQ)=(IQoQI(. We obtain spr(QoQ)<q_((QI(, which 
proves the result. n 
Substituting in Lemma 4 the matrix P= (pii) with pii= sign(q,/), i, i= 
1 , . . . , m, we obtain together with (2) an estimation of spr(lQI): 
COROLLARY 1. Let Q be a real symmetric and positive semi&finite 
(m, m)-matrix. Then 
2. A MEAN VALUE THEOREM FOR f( A( t )) 
In this section we consider a real or complex (m, m)-matrix A(t) defined 
on a real open interval .I and a function f fulfilhng the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION I. 
(i) The matrix A(t) is diagonable inJ: A(t)=X(t)A(t)X(t)-‘, where A(t) 
is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues A,(t), . . . , h,(t) of A(t). 
(ii) A(t) has continuously differentiable coefficients in J. 
(iii) Let MC Cc be an open domain containing the spectrum Sp(A( t)) of 
A(t) for t EJ. The function f: M-K is real continuously differentiable in M, 
i.e., Re f and Im f are continuously differentiable functions in M. 
Recall that a real differentiable function f with Re f and Im f satisfying 
the Cauchy-Riemann differential equations is an analytic function. We 
define as usual f(A(t))=X(t)f(A(t))X(t)-’ and collect some results on the 
representation of the derivative af(A(t))/at: 
THEOREM 1. Let f and A(t) satisfy Assumption I, and let one of the 
following additional assumptions be fulfilled: 
(i) The matrix A(t) is normal in J. 
(ii) f is analytic in M. 
(iii) X(t) and X(t) -’ are di_f@rentiable in J. 
Then 
af(zt)) =X(t)[ B(t)oX(t)-lA’(t)X(t)]X(t)-‘, 
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where B(t) denotes the matrix with the elements 
b,,(t)= f(hi(t))-f(xf(t)) 
'1 At(t)+(t) ’ iziy bii(t)=f'(xi(t))* 
Proof. (i) is a trivial modification of a result due to Loewner [3, p. 1911; 
see also Donoghue [l, p. 791. For (ii) we use the Dunford integral representa- 
tion of f(A(t)) (see Dunford and Schwartz [2, 7.1.1, Theorem lo]) 
f(A(t)) = if(S)[ U-A(t)] -‘W2+, 
where r c M consists of several simple closed curves such that the union of 
the interiors of these curves contains Sp(A(t)). Accordingly, 
or 
af(A(t)) 
at 
=X(t)lrf(i)[iZ-A(t)]_‘X(t)_‘A’(t)X(t)[SI(t)]-1 
x d{X( t)-l/27fi 
=X(t)[ B(t)oX(t)-‘A’(t)X(t)]X(t)-‘, 
where the matrix B(t) has the elements 
Hence the second assertion follows by partial fraction representation. 
For the proof of (iii) let p(l) be a polynomial with p(X,(t))=f(h,(t)), 
p’(h,(t))=fyqt)), i=l,..., m, where t is now the fixed value at which the 
derivative af( A( * ))/& is to be computed. Then p is analytic in M, 
af(A(t)) -_ ap(A(t)) + a[ f(A(t)) -dAW] 
at at at , (3) 
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and applying the result just proved, the assertion follows immediately if it is 
shown that the second term on the right side of (3) is zero. But, setting 
h =f- p, we obtain 
ah(A(t)) = a[X(t)h(A(t))X(t)-‘] 
at at 
=X(t)h’(A(t))A’(t)X(t)-’ 
+X’(t)h(A(t))X(t)-‘+X(t)h(h(t))(X-l)’(t) 
= 0, 
since h(X,(t))=h’(X+(t))=O, i=l,...,m. 
Let now At be an increment of t such that [t, t+ At] c J. Then we have 
IIf(A(t+tAt))-f(A(t))ll*; ,<yJ afc;/*” (dllAt. 
We estimate the representation of af(A(t))/at deduced in Theorem 1 by 
Lemma 1 and obtain the following mean value theorem. 
MEAN VALUE THEOREM. Let the function f and the (m, m)-matrix A(t) 
satisfy the assumption of Theorem 1 with MC C convex. Let At be an 
increment oft such that [t, t+At]cJ. Then 
where 
if f is analytic in M, 
@=I 1 
l/2 
sup @f )‘(17)12 + qTJ(Imf )‘W iffisreul 
TEM 
continuously diffkrentiuble in M. 
The matrix B(t) introduced in Theorem 1 is always symmetric but not 
necessarily hermitian. It is real symmetric if the matrix A(t) is hermitian in J 
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and f is real-valued in M. The following class df Pick functions yields another 
important property of B. 
DEFINITION 1 (cf. e.g. Donoghue [l, p. IS]). 
(i) A function f: c-4 is a Pick function if it is analytic in the upper half 
plane and has nonnegative imaginary part in the upper half plane. 
(ii) Let (a, b) be an open interval of the real axis. f belongs to the class 
P(a, b) if it is a Pick function which admits an analytic continuation across 
the interval (a, b) into the lower half plane and the continuation is by 
reflection. 
If [=t+iq~C and f is a Pick function with f(l) = Ref(<)+iImf(<), 
then Definition 1 says that Im f(S) > 0 for q > 0. A Pick function which has a 
real value in the upper half plane, i.e. Lm f(S) = 0, is however a real constant 
in the entire complex plane [l, p. 181. Thus every nontrivial Pick function 
has positive imaginary part in the upper half plane. A function f~P(a, b) is 
real in (a, b) and analytic in c\{(- w,a)u(b, CO)}; moreover in (a, b) 
f( 5) = Re f(S) is an increasing function. 
THEOREM 2 (Donoghue [l, Theorem 3.31). IffEP(u, b) and Al,..., h, 
are m points of the interval (a, b), then the matrix B is real symmetric and 
positive semidefinite. 
Naturally we have to substitute here bii=f(Xj) if X,=A, for i#j. The 
inversion of Theorem 2 is also true: 
THEOREM 3 (Donoghue [I, Theorems 8.2, 9.11). Let f~C;(a, b). Zffor 
all mE.N and all m-tuples {Al,..., X,} of the intend (a, b) the (m, m)- 
matrix B is positive sernidefinite, then f EP(a, b). 
If f belongs to the class P( a, b), then it is analytic in an open and convex 
set containing the interval (a, b), and by Theorem 2 the matrix B of 
Theorem 1 is real symmetric and positive semidefinite. Therefore we can 
now estimate the representation of af(A(t))/at in Theorem 1 by means of 
Lemma 2 and obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the assumptions of the mean value theorem be 
fulfilled. Moreover, let A(t) be a hermitian matrix in I, let M=(a, b) be a 
real interval containing the eigenvulues of A(t) fm t EJ, and let f E P(a, b). 
Then 
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